PropertyPoint™
File your first property tax renditions in just 15
minutes – It makes filing almost fun. I said almost…
Begin the filing process with PropertyPoint’s dynamic import mapping. You can swiftly
drag, drop, and match your source data fields and advance to filing mode in a flash.
PropertyPoint was designed for speed giving users several productivity boosts throughout the
compliance workflow. You can import data, organize assets, group returns and file—completing the
process in mere minutes.
Even better, PropertyPoint can be bundled with digital access to your property tax values and bills to reduce
reliance on paper mail delivery and manual data entry. We can deliver your property tax values and bills
straight from the jurisdictions, ensuring data accuracy and reliability. It’s all designed to streamline processes
and make your workday that much more efficient.
As real and personal property assessments arrive, PropertyPoint’s multi-state capabilities shine. Supported
by a robust workflow, PropertyPoint provides visibility into everything that needs to be done throughout the
annual tax cycle. Incur the right amount of tax—no more and no less—using appeal tracking, obsolescence
reporting, and target values. Finally, track and pay taxes through the system, completing the cycle.

Award-Winning Tax Services
For additional information

1.855.RYAN.TAX
ryan.com

With PropertyPoint, you can:
• Centralize tax assessments, appeal activity, tax savings,
refunds and tax bill payments
• Prepare filing-ready business personal property returns
• Customize a drag-and-drop dashboard for your personal
way of working, with powerful workflow tools
• Prepare personal property returns in bulk
• Create dynamic reporting that includes Excel exports
The robust dashboard
can provide your CFO
with one-click access to
real-time property tax expense and liability for financial planning
and reporting. PropertyPoint is a SAAS solution that runs on virtually
any modern browser. Its proven capabilities have already been used
to deliver services to thousands of customers for years.

• Import data quickly and flexibly
• See all your to-do’s in a single glance using Action Views
• Manage property tax workflow
• Pay bills with Anybill, Ryan bill-pay or your own internal AP
department
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